Two Post Lift

GL-B

Model

Lift
weight

Lift
speed

Motor power

Lift range

N.W

GL-3.0-B

3.0T

50s

220/380v 1.5kw

Min200-Max1800

750Kg

GL-3.5-B

3.5T

50s

220/380v 1.5kw

Min200-Max1800

750Kg

GL-4.0-B

4.0T

<=60s

380V/3PH/50Hz/1.8kW

Min100-Max1800

750Kg

Two Post Lift GL-4.0

Description:
The GL-4.0A Two-post Lift is special designed for lifting the Automobiles, Vans and Light
Trucks under weight 4000Kg for service maintenance and repairs. 11 meets the items of
efficiency, quality and simple. Driven by hydraulic transmission system. Balance cable keeps
both carriages in the same level.
MAJOR FEARURES OF LIFT
Single hydraulic cylinder
Lengthened columns save the space
Lifting height of 1.7 meters
Low pick-up points
Automatic arm locking
Fast lift speed
Easy adjustable arms suitable for extended vehicles.
Low operational noise volume
MAXIMUM SAFETY
Automatic protection against overloading
Automatic stop in the highest position
Automatic protection when power-off
Automatic activation of the locking mechanism
Dead man’s control for lifting and lowering

Automatic locking of lifting arms in all positions to
preveat sliding
A control valve is built into each cylinder to safety
control lowering speed in case of a pipe failure
Top limited device in the event of’over-height of the vehicle
Description GL-4.0
Overall height Of lift 3640mm
Overall width Of lift 3384mm
Distance between columns 2760mm
maximum lifting height 1700mm
maximum lifting height Of pad 200mm
Minimum height of lift pad 115mm
Effective arm length: Long arm: retracted 860mm
Effective arm length: long arm: Extended 1300mm
Effective arm length: long arm: retracted 680mm
Effective arm length: rear arm: Extended 1020mm
Effective arm length: arm arm: Extended 1020mm
Maximum lift capacity 4000KG
Lifting time to maximum height 18-40seconds
Lowering time <60 seconds
Motor power 1.8kw
Dead weight of lift 690kg
Unlocking by electromagnetic valve

Two Post Lift

GL-5.5B

Product Name: GL5.5B
Lifting Capacity: 5500kg
Lifting Height: 1900mm
Lowest Height: 100mm
Column Height: 2815mm
Column Space: 2800mm
Installation Width: 3680mm
Rise Time: 55s
Fall Time: 50s
Motor Power: 3.0kw
Power Supply: 220/240/380v/415v,1/3 phase

It realizes easier operation due to unilateral unlocking.
The support arm is locked automatically when it goes up and is unlocked automatically when it
goes down to the ground due to the self-locking structure.
The three-section spiral cushion can adjust height easily, facilitates positioning of auto supporting
point, and is suitable for more low chassis vehicles and SUV vehicles.
The throttle valve is installed on the end of oil cylinder. The safety can be ensured even though the
oil pipe bursts.
The rubber bumper pad is standard configuration and can effectively prevent damage to car door.

Four post lift

Description:

GL-X

This is drive-on style lift which can be used as both service lift and a storage rack. It
is virtually out of maintenance since it has heavey-duty lifting chain combined with
a hydraulic power system.. Diamond runway plates can prevent vechiles from
skidding.

MODEL
Drive

GL-3.5X

Max lift weight
Lift height
Platform initial height

3500kg
1700mm

4500 kg

5500kg

1750mm

1800mm

170mm

220mm

245mm

Platform length
Platform width
Lifting time
Lowing time
Overall width
Overall length
Overall weight
power
Hydraulic oil
Rolling Jack lifting
Weight
Rolling jack lifting
height
Rolling jack
lifting length
Rolling jack wheel
distance
Rolling jack lifting time
Rolling jack lowering time
Rolling jack weight

GL-4.5X
GL-5.5X
Electrical hydraulic

5300mm
530mm
≤55S
≤50s
3350mm
6400mm
900kg
1050kg
1350kg
AC 380 or 220V 50Hz/60HZ
4200mm
530mm
≤60S
≤50s
3120mm
5100mm

12 L 20# high abrasive hydraulic oil
2000Kg

3000Kg

375mm

260mm

870-1400mm

870-1400mm

780-1100mm

780-1100mm

Electrical RJ≤8s
≤10S
110kg

120kg

Pneumatic RJ voltage

6-8Kg/cm2

temperature
Moist
Noisy
Installation height

5-40℃
30-95%
<76db
≤1000M

Storage temperature

-25-55℃

optional

Rolling jack

Double-level four post lift

GL-4.0DX

>>Anti-slip platform, distance adjustable to accommodate different vehicles.
>>The hydraulic cylinder is inside the fixed platform and is thus perfectly protected.
>>Safety systems against cable breakage, against obstacles during descend.
>>Connected steel cables to force the synchronized moving of platforms.
>>Secondary scissor lift for wheel free.
>>With sideslip plates and turntable spaces for wheel alignment.
GL4.0DX-1 with Italian pump station, Chinese hydraulic cylinder.
GL4.0DX-2 with Chinese pump station, Chinese hydraulic cylinder.
Technical data

Lifting capacity

4000kg

Secondary lifting capacity 2000kg

First raising time

≤80s

First lowering time

≤70s

First lifting height

1550mm Secondary raising time

Secondary lifting height

300mm

Secondary lowering time ≤30s

Min. height

255mm

Motor power

3kw/2.2kw

Net weight

1300kg

Power supply

380v/50Hz

Single-post lift

Model
Lifting Capacity：
Lifting Height:
Plat form Width：
Over all Length：
Over all Width：
Over all Height：
Lifting Speed：
Lifting Time
Power Supply：
Noise：
Net Weight：

≤30s

GL-S

GL2.5SP
2500Kg
2000mm
920～1960mm
4420mm
2820mm
2830mm
45mm/s
45s
220／380V
<70dB
1250KG

GL3.0SP
3000Kg
2000mm
920～1960mm
4420mm
2820mm
2830mm
45mm/s
45s
220／380V
<70dB
1250KG

Double-level platform Scissor Lift GL-MS

Description:

DOUBLE-LEVEL PLATFORM SCISSOR LIFT SUITABLE FOR FOUR WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
This model, has unique design, is an ideal lift specifically for the repair maintenance,
tyre-changing, and four-wheel aligning maintenance of various of high-grade cars,
gathering with the advantages from the lift manufactured by overseas or domestic.
The advantage is easy operation, smooth&reliable working process, high lifting
insurance quotiety and durability.
★Graceful outlook, with concealing structure for the two levels and superior
synchronization.
★The level of the lift can be adjusted in high precision to suit for various kinds of
high-precision four-wheel alignment.
★Easy for tyre mount and dismount and chassis maintenance.
★The position of the front wheel turntable (optional part) is moveable so that the side
slide plate can be fit for more cars.
★The pneumatic double-teeth self-locking system and the anti explosive pipe
insurance structures are automatic opening when lowering. The sliding block is made
by oil and super-friction materials.
★Stable and reliable equipment is relayed on imported hydraulic、pneumatic and
electrical components.
★More convenient usage and more safe on consumption.
★With Hydraulic lock and mechanical dual-gear safety-claw lock double safety
device, automatically open when lowering. By lock operation can has the safety-claw
located adversely, safe＆reliable.

Double-level platform scissor lift suitable for four wheel alignment

GL-3.5MS

GL-4.0MS

GL-5.5MS

380

380

380

Gas Supply(kg/cm )

380

380

380

Power(kw)

6-8

6-8

6-8

Voltage

2.2

2.2

2.2

Host Lifting Capacity(T)

3.5

4.0

5.5

Host Lifting Height(mm)

330-1850

330-1850

330-1850

Client Lifting Capacity(T)

3.5

4.0

5.5

Client Lifting Height(mm)

450

450

450

Model
Voltage
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Large platform profiles scissor lift

GL-MT

Description:
Optional Color (Blue – grayish white)

Feature :
1.Luxurious scissor Profile platform structure with super synchronization.
2.Level can be well adjusted to meet the need for wheel alignment.
3.Device perform stable and reliable work is relayed on imported
hydraulic

pneumatic and electrical components.

4.The pneumatic self-locking system and anti-explosion pipe structure are
automatic opening when lowering which ensure the safety of the device.
5.Ingenious and unique sliding system and closed platform also don’t need ground
pits.
6.With trolley guide rail and can optional add the second lifting trolley.
7.The position of the front wheel turning table (optional part) is adjustable and
suitable for various type of automobile.

Power

Host
Lifting
Capacity

Host
Lifting
Height(mm)

Client
Lifting
Capacity

Client
Lifting
Height

6-8kg/cm2

2.2kw

3.5T

180-1870

3.5T

450mm

380V

6-8kg/cm2

2.2kw

4.0T

180-1870

4.0T

450mm

380V

6-8kg/cm

2.2kw

5.5T

180-1870

5.5T

450mm

Model

Power
Supply

Gas
Supply

GL-3.5MT

380V

GL-4.0MT
GL-5.5MT

2

Small platform scissor lift GL-3.0/3.5A

SMALL PLATFORM SCISSOR LIFT
This is the professional lifting equipment for saloon car’s maintenance and
examining. It has the main characteristic of occupying small area; good
security capability. It is also very simple to handle &working credibly. Especially
for the full hydraulic pressure working system, it is suitable for various
situations
★Scissor concealing platform structure which occupied small space.
★Device perform stable work is relayed on imported hydraulic、pneumatic and
electrical components.
★The pneumatic wide-teeth self-locking insurance system and anti-explosion
pipe equipment ensure the safety and reliability of the device.
★Easy for tyre of mount and dismount and chassis maintenance.
★The highest lift height with 2M in the same kind products and adjustable
platform length is suitable for various types of automobile.
★Enhanced joint structure to meet the need of American and European

market.
★Enhanced cylinder with German seals.
★With Hydraulic lock and mechanical dual-gear safety-claw lock double safety
device, automatically open when lowering. By lock operation can has the
safety-claw located adversely, safe＆reliable.
Model
GL-3.0A
GL-3.5A
Lifting weight

3000(kg)

3500(kg)

Power supply

380v/3ph or 220v/1ph

380v/3ph or 220v/1ph

Lifting height

320-2000(mm)

320-2000(mm)

Gas supply

6-8(kg/cm )

2

Small platform scissor lift

Description:

SMALL PLATFORM SCISSOR LIFT FOR SUV

2

6-8(kg/cm )

GL-3.0S

This is the professional lifting equipment for saloon car’s maintenance and examining.
It has the main characteristic of occupying small area; especially suitable for all kinds
of SUV；good security capability. It is also very simple to handle &working credibly.
Especially for the full hydraulic pressure working system, it is suitable for various
situations.
★Scissor concealing platform structure which occupied small space.
★ Device perform stable work is relayed on imported hydraulic 、 pneumatic and
electrical components.
★ The pneumatic wide-teeth self-locking insurance system and anti-explosion pipe
equipment ensure the safety and reliability of the device.
★Easy for tyre of mount and dismount and chassis maintenance.
★The highest lift height with 2M in the same kind products and adjustable platform
length is suitable for various types of automobile.
★Optional SUV bracket suitable for all kinds of SUV
★ Enhanced joint structure to meet the need of American and European market.
★Enhanced cylinder with German seals.
★ With Hydraulic lock and mechanical dual-gear safety-claw lock double safety
device, automatically open when lowering. By lock operation can has the safety-claw
located adversely, safe＆reliable.
Model
GL-3.0-S
GL-3.5-S
Lifting weight(kg)

3000

3500

Power supply

380V/3PH or 220V/1PH

389V/3PH

Lifting hight(mm)

330-2030

330-2030

6-8

7-8

2

Gas supply(kg/cm )

Small platform scissor lift GL-3.0H

Flat structure, the lowest height is 105mm, especially suitable for various kinds garage and
fast-repair beauty shop. The hydraulic system use two set of differential cylinder, working
stead★Scissor concealing platform structure which occupied small space，also don’t need
ground pits
★Device perform stable work is relayed on imported hydraulic、pneumatic and electrical
components.
★The pneumatic wide-teeth self-locking insurance system and anti-explosion pipe
equipment ensure the safety and reliability of the device.
★Easy for tyre of mount and dismount and chassis maintenance.
★Lengthened platform automatic rising car-baffle is suitable for various types of
automobile.y and synchronal.

Model

GL-3.0-H

GL-3.5-H

Lifting weight(kg)

3000

3500

Power supply

380v/3ph or 220v/1ph

380v/3ph or 220v/1ph

105-1800

105-1800

6-8

6-8

Lifting height(mm)
2

Gas supply(kg/cm )

Small platform scissor lift GL-3.0/3.5HE

GL-3.0/3.5HE small platform profile scissor lift can lift each kind of vehicle whose weight
is less than 3000kg, suitable for use in vehicle tests, maintenance, wheel alignment and
caring for automobiles, which is particularly suitable for use in the basement or on the floor,
without construction and hole. The special design’s extension board may pick up the major
axis distance the vehicle.

Machine type

GL-3.0HE

GL-3.5HE

Drive

Electrical hydraulic

Electrical hydraulic

Max lift weight

3000kg

3500kg

Main machine lift
height

1850mm

1850mm

Platform initial
height

110mm

110mm

Platform length

1450mm

1450mm

Platform width

635mm

635mm

Lifting time

≥50s

≥50s

descent time

≥60s

≥60s

machine length

2040mm

2040mm

machine width

2020mm

2020mm

machine weight

850kg

860kg

Power supply

AC 400V or 230V ±5% 50Hz

AC 400V or 230V ±5% 50Hz

machine power

2.2kw

2.2kw

Hydraulic oil

12L corresponds to
wearable hydraulic oil

12L corresponds to
wearable hydraulic oil

Gas pressure

6-8kg/cm

6-8kg/cm

Working
temperature

5-40°C

5-40°C

Working humidity

30-95%

30-95%

Noisy

<76db

<76db

Installation
height

height above sea
level≥1000M

height above sea
level≥1000M

Storage
temperature

-25°C-55°C

-25°C-55°C

2

Mid-rise scissor lift

2

GL-3.0TS

Flat structure, the lowest height is 105mm, especially suitable for various kinds garage and
fast-repair beauty shop. The hydraulic system use two set of differential cylinder, working
steady and synchronal.
★Scissor structure with floor installation, convenient for tyre operation and wheelbase
maintenance.
★Hydraulic cylinders locking each other and anti-explosion for pipe, stable reliable and
synchronization.

Machine type

GL-3.0TS

Drive

Electrical hydraulic

Max lift weight

3000kg

Main machine lift height

700mm

Platform initial height

110mm

Platform length

1450mm

Platform width

480mm

Lifting time

30s

descent time

30s

Whole machine length

2040mm

Whole machine width

1710mm

Small parallel platform scissor lift

GL-2.5/3.0LH

Ideal choice for quick tire service and body related services;, higher safe performance; More
convenient usage and more safe on consumption
★ Scissor structure with floor installation, convenient for tyre operation and wheelbase
maintenance.
★Minimum height 95mm compacted dimension and surface installation suitable for various type
of automobile.

★ Hydraulic cylinders locking each other and anti-explosion for pipe, stable reliable and
synchronization.
★Unlocking automatically no need air supply.
★Parallel structure design makes the lift stable and durable to use.
Machine type

GL-2.5LH

Drive

Electrical hydraulic

Max lift weight

2500kg

Main machine lift height

635mm

Platform initial height

95mm

Platform length

1400mm

Platform width

500mm

Lifting time

30s

descent time

30s

Whole machine length

2040mm

Whole machine width

1880mm

GL-3.0T(scissor lift)

Description:
Features:
Scissor structure with floor installation, convenient for tyre operation and
wheelbase maintenance.
Only 120mm height to lift car, surface installation.
Hydraulic cylinders locking each other and anti-explosion for pipe, stable reliable
and synchronization.
Italian electric components.

Model

Load
Capacity

Horse
Power

GL-3.0T

3000kg

4HP

Power

Power
Supply

Lifting
Height(mm
)

Client Lifting
Time

2.2kw

AC 380V
50Hz

120-1700

Approx 20sec

GL-2.0R

Model

GL-2.0R

Air inlet pressure

8kg/cm2-10kg.cm2

2

8kg/cm -10kg.cm

Initialization mode

Gas actuation

N.W

307kg

lift Weight

2ton

2

Supplies nitrogen pressure

Motorcycle lift

GL-0.3/0.5M

Ideal choice for quick motorcycle tire service and body related services; more convenient usage
and more safe on consumption.
★Convenient use and easy remove, convenient for tyre operation and wheelbase maintenance.
★Only 100mm height to lift ，suitable for all kinds of motorcycle
Description:
Machine type

GL-0.5M

GL-0.3M

Drive

Electrical hydraulic

Electrical hydraulic

Max lift weight

500kg

300kg

Main machine lift height

1200mm

1200mm

Platform initial height

200mm

180mm

Platform length

2480mm

1800mm

Platform width

720mm

570mm

Lifting time

25s

25s

descent time

25s

25s

Whole machine length

3170mm

2360mm

Whole machine width

820mm

670mm

Small platform linked scissor lift GL-3.0ME

MODEL
Power
Voltage
Max.lift weight
Max lift height
Initial plarform height
Plarform length
Plarform width
Overall weight
Overall length
Overall width
Rise time
Noise

GL-3.0ME
2.2kw
380V/220V
3000kg
960mm
120mm
1460mm
480mm
500kg
2050
1810
≤30s
<60dB

